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Abstract 
As the only viable element in the garden, plants play an indispensable and important role 
in garden landscaping. The characteristics of the plant itself or the combination with 
other elements can not only form a better visual effect, but also create an unique cultural 
conception. The Humble Administrator's Garden is the one of the most distinguished 
work of Chinese classical gardens. It has always been known for its remarkable planting 
landscape and the unity of human and nature. This paper would introduce the basic 
situation and cultural background of the Humble Administrator's Garden, analyse plant 
landscaping techniques in the Humble Administrator's Garden and figure out the 
cultural connotation of the plant landscape contained in it. 
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1. Overview and Cultural Background of the Humble Administrator's Garden 

The Humble Administrator's Garden was built in the fourth year of Zhengde in the Ming Dynasty 
(1509). At that time, the censor Xianchen Wang returned to his hometown and settled down because 
of his disappointment towards official career. He invited Zhengming Wen, one of his best friends, to 
expand and construct the garden which based on the ruins of Dahong Temple. 

 

 
Figure 1. The Autumn Of Humble Administrator Garden 

 

The Humble Administrator's Garden was relatively large when it was first built, and the present 
garden covers an area of about 5,200 square meters. The whole garden is divided into three parts: east 
garden, middle garden and west garden. The east garden is open-styled and elegant. Various flowers 
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and trees are planted to attract different kinds of bees and birds, creating a nature space full of interest. 
The middle garden are featured with willows which along the riverside to show the beauty of the trees. 
The western garden has a large scale of buildings and architectures. Plantains and green bamboos are 
used to present a space where landscape architecture and plants coexist. The Humble Administrator's 
Garden has a long history and within the continuous development and adjustment, a luxuriant private 
garden is miraculously displayed in front of the world[1]. 

2. Selection of Plant Varieties in the Humble Administrator's Garden 

There are diverse plant species in the Humble Administrator's Garden. Most of these plants are local 
traditional ornamental plants in Suzhou, which can not only ensure the survival rate, but also highlight 
the local characteristics. 

2.1 Flowering Plants 

Flowers are most well-known ornamental character of plants, and flowering plants are also used in a 
relatively large proportion in the landscaping of the Humble Administrator's Garden. Main species 
including peony, rhododendron, osmanthus, rose, magnolia, begonia, plum, peach, apricot, clove, etc. 
Peony is kown as "head of a hundred flowers" in chinese traditional culture and is the dominate specie 
planted on garden flower beds. Crape myrtle, begonia, camellia, and osmanthus are more commonly 
used in mountains, waterfronts, and courtyards. In addition, Magnolia, Begonia, Peony, and 
Osmanthus cater to the auspicious meaning of "Rich and noble" in classical literature, the 
combination of these four species is also widely recognized in the Humble Administrator's Garden. 
In the space named "Begonia Spring Dock ", the dominant species of the arbor layer are Begonia 
(Malus spectabilis) and associated papaya (Chaenomeles sinensis), which are equipped with 
evergreen plants, clearly expressing the theme of this space. 

2.2 Fruit-viewing Plants 

Fruit viewing plants are mainly used to highlight the landscape features in summer and autumn, and 
some varieties play a role in embellishing the environment in winter. The most commonly species 
used in the Humble Administrator's Garden are: figs, oranges, wolfberry, jujube, etc. Among them, 
oranges are the most common used because of the character of golden color and good ornamental. 

2.3 Leaf-viewing Plants 

Species of foliage plants are widely used as well, including sweetgum, ginkgo, nandina, red maple, 
palm, melon seed boxwood, etc. Landscape scenes could be created as autumn leaves, colored leaves, 
and characteristic leaves, ensuring the garden can be enjoyed in all seasons. These foliage tree species 
can be planted either isolated or in groups. Isolated planting can form an independent landscape, while 
group planting can form an ornamental forest, both are important means to create a garden atmosphere. 

2.4 Bamboos 

Bamboos are often planted by ponds or beside houses because of their evergreen characters and 
beautiful forms. They are commonly used to enhance the beauty of buildings, including purple 
bamboo, square bamboo, gold-inlaid jasper bamboo, and goose feather bamboo. For example, in the 
"Wuzhu Secluded Residence" of Humble Administrator's Hall, the bamboo sea scenery are revealed 
by the carved windows, which greatly increases the visual landscape effect. The use of bamboo 
species not only adds to the beauty of the garden, but also strengthens the interest of the garden. 

2.5 Vines and Aquatic Plants 

The landscape intention of combining nature features in Chinese classical gardens is particularly 
obvious. The most common expression method of classical gardens is to be near mountains and rivers. 
Imitation of nature or going with the flow is what classical gardens pursue. Therefore, vines and 
aquatic plants play an important role in plant landscaping. Common vines are: rose, ivy, grape, 
honeysuckle, etc. These vines not only make the greening effect more natural due to their climbing 
characteristics, but also enriches the green level. In addition, aquatic plants are essential to decorate 
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water features, among which lotus, water lily, and reeds are the most commonly used. For example, 
in the Humble Administrator's Garden, the "Lotus Pavilion" and "Yuanxiang Tang" borrowed a pond 
of lake water and lotus flowers to become the visual highlights of the landscape space. 

3. Planting Techniques of the Humble Administrator's Garden 

The Humble Administrator's Garden has been developed for more than 500 years. After the prosperity 
and decline of the feudal society, the plant landscape has been affected by many factors, and has 
evolved from realistic to freehand. Behind the changes in the plant landscape, there are various 
reasons such as the rise and fall of gardens, the changes in garden buildings and areas, and the 
contradiction between people and land and the embodiment of luxury. But behind the appearance of 
changes in the plant landscape, the core of its depiction of natural mountains and forests has never 
changed. The main plant configuration of the Humble Administrator's Garden is based on the natural 
layout that is not shaped and asymmetrical. 

3.1 Isolated Planting 

In the application of isolated planting techniques, species with graceful posture, lush foliage and 
certain characteristics are often selected to highlight the individual beauty of plants. The specimen 
tree can give full play to the characteristics of the color, fragrance and posture of a single flower and 
tree, and its plant landscape can be formed by itself. For example, the elm tree on the edge of the 
Xiaocanglang River, standing by the water, not only has the effect of shading by the trees, but also 
forms a dynamic beauty with the revetment rocks and pavilions. In addition, there are still maple 
poplars and juniper trees in the Humble Administrator's Garden. The distribution is relatively 
scattered, and most of them are located in scenic spots. It can be concluded that isolated plants are 
widely used in the Humble Administrator's Garden. As one of the planting methods, the specimen 
tree used in isolated planting does not exist in isolation, but complements the surrounding 
environment and can visually break the monotony. 

3.2 Opposite Planting 

Opposite planting refers to planting plants with the same number and volume on both sides of the 
axis in the planning of the garden structure. In the garden courtyard, when the visual effect of isolated 
planting is not enough to fullfill the entire space, the method of opposite planting is often used. In 
Chinese classical gardens, the method of opposite planting is not necessarily completely symmetrical. 
For example, the species do not need to be exactly the same, and the size does not need to be 
absolutely the same. The method pursues balance and stability in visual effects. For example, in the 
forecourt space of the "Magnolia Hall"(See Table1) in the Humble Administrator's Garden, two trees 
are planted, one big magnolia and one relatively small osmanthus, and they are not complete 
symmetry. The magnolia is the main landscape of the courtyard, and the osmanthus acts as a foil. 
Although there are certain differences in size, in terms of leaf color, flowering season, plant shape, 
and planting methods, attention should be paid to the proper density and natural shape of the plants. 

 

Table 1. Planting species in Magnolia Hall 

Spicies Quantity Height/m DBH/cm Crown/m 

Magnolia 1 4.5 10 3.5 

Osmanthus 1 2 5 1.7 

3.3 Group and Cluster Planting 

Group planting and clump planting of the same species are easier to develop and emphasize the 
ornamental characteristics of a certain type of plant species. For example, the loquats planted in the 
loquat garden of the Humble Administrator's Garden, and the Magnolia Magnolia in front of the 
Yuanxiang Hall, either win by fruit viewing or flower viewing, forming a fascinating landscape in 
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the garden landscape. The group planting and clump planting of a variety of flowers and trees is like 
a painting composition, which is well-proportioned, and at the same time does not hinder the display 
of the characteristics of each tree. The combination of evergreen trees and deciduous trees should be 
well handled for group planting and clump planting. Evergreen species such as pine and cypress, 
camphor, etc. lack seasonal landscape throughout the year, and the visual effect is relatively simple; 
relatively speaking, deciduous tree species are more lively, but after winter The feeling of depression, 
so the Humble Administrator's Garden is mostly arranged with mixed tree groups. In the layout, large 
trees and small trees are generally matched with each other, with shrubs or bamboo bushes planted 
below to achieve the effect of undulating contours and changing levels. 

Regardless of whether the same species in a group or a group of different types of flowers and trees, 
it is necessary to avoid uniformity and repeat the shape. 

3.4 Form a Group into a Scene 

This type of technique is to use the same or different plant species to be mixed and planted in groups, 
usually in large numbers, suitable for large-area space landscaping. It is mostly used to create a 
mountain forest atmosphere, which is often found along streams, mountains, and buildings. The 
layout should avoid uniformity. When planting plants, the size of the plants, front and rear, and left 
and right echo each other, which can not only form a magnificent and magnificent landscape effect, 
but also set off the building. For example, around the "Fucui Pavilion" in the Humble Administrator's 
Garden, the planting landscape is consist of 41 trees varies in 10 speceis and 17 shrubs varies in 9 
species. These large-scale plants are grouped into a landscape, creating a plant landscape effect of 
lush trees and green grass, making the double-storey octagonal pavilion seem to float on a green shade, 
echoing with the columns. 

4. The Cultural Connotation of the Planting Landscape of the Humble 
Administrator's Garden 

4.1 Highlight Regional Characteristics 

When choosing tree species, the Humble Administrator's Garden not only pays attention to the 
selection of native tree species and traditional flowers and trees, but also pays attention to the 
introduction of foreign tree species. Native tree species are plants that grow naturally in the region, 
so they have strong advantages in environmental adaptability and resistance to pests and diseases, 
and native tree species are also an important means of expressing urban characteristics in gardens[2]. 
But at the same time, the Humble Administrator's Garden is constantly introducing foreign tree 
species. On the one hand, it can increase the choice of local plant species and enrich the plant 
landscape, and on the other hand, it can also reflect the exotic culture. 

4.2 Enhance Aesthetic Value 

In traditional Chinese gardening techniques, vigorous plants are essential to the inanimate built 
environment, precisely because the interior and exterior spaces of architectures have ro rely on plants 
to show their echoes with nature and to have a natural artistic conception. The aesthetic value of 
plants can not only reflect the visual sensory experience of the present moment, but also the beauty 
of the four seasons with time variability. The Humble Administrator's Garden is equipped with 
pavilions for viewing the four seasons. The spring landscape spot is the Embroidery Pavilion, the 
summer landscape spot is the Lotus Pavilion Pavilion, the autumn landscape sppt is the Waiting Frost 
Pavilion, and the winter landscape spot is the Snow Fragrant Cloud Pavilion. The four seasons scene, 
to a large extent, depends on the construction of plant landscape. Take the "Waiting frost pavilion " 
as an example. The pavilion is surrounded by oranges and maples. Sitting in the center of pavilion in 
autumn is full of the natural beauty of autumn. 
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4.3 Embody the Literati Spirit 

Gardens have become the carrier of the spiritual sustenance of the scholars, especially the 
appreciation of plants. They often compare themselves with plants and their own characteristics to 
compare the ideological, moral and moral sentiments they want to express. 

4.4 Integrate into Philosophical Thought 

The selection of plants in the garden is deeply influenced by the traditional "comparison of virtue" 
with things, and the arrangement of plants is influenced by "learning from nature" to achieve the 
realm of "harmony between human and nature". Plants are the vital elements of nature, and the 
concept of "harmony between human and nature" guides gardeners to integrate plants into gardens. 
People can feel these intangible ideas from the plant elements in the Humble Administrator's Garden: 
advocate the unity of the ideal natural world and the real place of life, and pursue the integration of 
intellect, emotion, intention and nature; literati's social ideals, cosmology, personality The 
philosophical thoughts reflected in spiritual and cultural information such as values[3].The roots of 
these ideas are Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism. The formation of the artistic conception of the 
Humble Administrator's Garden plays a decisive role in the influence of the traditional Chinese 
culture of Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism. The materialization of the traditional literati thought 
of the unity of teaching and learning. 

5. Conclusion 

The famous Chinese poet Su Shi once commented on classical gardens, as long as owners has enough 
money, all the architectures can be built immediately; however, the plants in the garden cannot be 
grown in an instant. This kind of flowers and trees will take more than ten years or more to build. If 
the plant landscaping in the gardening process is only for greening, the poetic feeling will be nowhere 
to be found. Most of the landscape artistic conception in the Humble Administrator's Garden relies 
on the rhythm created by plants. 

The plant landscaping in the Humble Administrator's Garden is a pearl in the history of gardening art. 
It has green shade to protect summer, red leaves to welcome autumn, frost and snow to overcome 
winter, and to resist cold winter to welcome spring. Whether it's wind, snow, rain, or twilight or 
twilight, she always tells you the history of this garden space with her pretty and colorful figure, 
showing seasonal spring and autumn, summer and winter quiet.  From "living environment" to 
"creating environment" to "feeling environment", the integration of the palnting scene has finally 
reached a climax, and the subtleties of the "correspond to environment" are fully reflected[4]. The 
aesthetic principles reflected from the Humble Administrator's Garden reflect the plant landscape of 
the entire classical garden, and have a good reference for the construction of modern gardens. 
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